Abstract

Cloud account delegation refers to the situation in which a cloud account owner (delegator) allows one or more second parties (i.e., delegates) to acquire and use cloud infrastructure resources from the owner’s account at the expense of the owner. This situation can exist in research groups, cloud testbeds, university courses, software development teams, and in general in cases where pooled resources are managed as software-defined infrastructure. The delegator assumes the risk of inefficient, wasted, or abused resources, and must rely on delegates, who are often not experienced cloud users, using the virtual infrastructure effectively and responsibly. This paper introduces the cloud account delegation problem, including three primary categories of risk, introduces a solution outline, and identifies research challenges.

1 Introduction

Organizations are adopting cloud infrastructure for development, production, research, and testing purposes; the model emerging in leading cloud providers (like Amazon Web Services, AWS) and multi-cloud solutions is to provide organizations with a single account; the organization may then delegate access to its users. Adam Smith presciently addressed the cloud account delegation problem when he suggested we cannot expect that managers of other people’s money will “watch over it with the same anxious vigilance with which [they would] watch over their own”.

An example familiar to academic researchers is the use of public cloud resources for teaching and/or research. The delegator (professor) provides access to delegates (research assistants, students) in support of an objective (research project, assignment). Delegates, unfamiliar with the cloud and unaccustomed to associating virtual infrastructure with costs, happily run experiments, launch instances, over-provision, try new features, and leave unused resources running. The professor receives a monthly bill, and is responsible for paying that bill (even recipients of cloud education grants must provide a credit card to cover spending beyond the amount of the grant). With some variation, this problem exists for other delegator/delegate pairs: manager and dev/test team, for example. This problem is described in more detail in §2.

The act of delegation itself is typically unavoidable: cloud resources can and should be used when they will help users achieve their objectives. The focus must be on solutions that enable cloud use while providing a mix of incentivizing, assisting, and ensuring that resources are used responsibly. We propose a solution in the form of a cloud broker middleware service (e.g., as in §3) through which the delegates interact with the cloud to acquire resources, and which allows for the specification (by the delegator) and enforcement of various constraints and objectives to help delegates manage their usage in a manner consistent with the delegator’s preferences. This solution, which without loss of generality is targeted at the research/teaching example above, is described in §3.

2 The Delegation Problem

While there is a substantial body of research on managing cloud-based applications (i.e., inter-
dependent collections of cloud resources; see [7] for an overview), the management of disparate cloud resources launched by multiple users for varied purposes has received less attention. Tang et al. [8] identified a similar issue and proposed hierarchical policies, but otherwise researchers have done little to address the delegation issue. Current multi-user single-bill accounts provide some policy options which are not intuitive and require the delegator to understand a complex policy language[2] but do not yet support per-user resource utilization tracking, do not address the efficiency of resources, and are not intended to limit the spending of a user. We expect per-user resource monitoring to eventually be provided by cloud providers, and until then assume the use of a third-party monitoring tool with this feature (e.g., [9]).

We have categorized cloud account delegation risks that can lead to unnecessary financial costs into three main categories: i) abuse of resources, ii) user inattention and negligence, and iii) complexity of public cloud pricing policies.

The abuse of resources is not necessarily malicious; it can be any situation in which a delegate acquires more resources than they actually require for accomplishing a specific task. It might be launching a very large (and expensive) instance “just in case”. There are also malicious types of abuse; for example, a user limited to launching one virtual machine instance (VMI) can repeatedly launch and terminate one VMI; the typical cloud provider charges the hourly rate for each portion of an hour.

Referring to user inattention and negligence is not intended to be pejorative; rather, it recognizes that delegatees see virtual infrastructure abstractly, never see a monthly bill, and in any case are not incentivized to be careful with the account budget. Even the best-intentioned user can forget about running VMIs, or not notice a compromised machine causing $200/day in bandwidth charges.

The complexity of public cloud pricing can result in misunderstandings and errors – even for experienced cloud users – and waste an organization’s cloud budget. While this is true for single-user accounts as well, accidental charges are an expensive but effective lesson. With many delegated accounts, this expensive lesson may be less effective, and may be experienced by many users. User inattention exacerbates this category of risks.

To address these risks (to varying degrees), there is a spectrum of options, ranging from a focus on enforcing a policy by constraining and limiting the delegates, to providing tools and assistance to delegates to help them be more conscious of potential waste. The placement on the spectrum is influenced by many factors, including the objectives, risk tolerance, and budget of the delegator. To return to the teaching/research example, in a course, where all user resources can be estimated a priori, the professor might prefer to use a more proscribed approach, limiting resources by type, size, and duration (e.g., a “small” VMI for at most 10 hours). In a research group, good intentions and more expertise may be assumed, and precise predictions of resource requirements are difficult or impossible; thus, the researcher may prefer an approach that is more flexible, permitting students to use the cloud as they wish, but offering a type of assisted garbage collection to identify potential waste.

3 Proposed Solution

We propose a broker middleware conceptually based on the facade [10] design pattern that acts as an intermediary between the delegate and the acquisition of cloud resources. This broker (which can be implemented as a web application built on any modern web framework) can impose limits on the acquisition of resources, and provide feedback to users to help limit resource waste. The user interface adopts units of time as more intuitive measures of usage and limits to protect delegates from the complexities of public cloud pricing.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the solution. The delegator provides the broker with information about their desired constraints and objectives, and the permissible delegates. The Delegation Risk Identification, Evaluation, and Mitigation (DRIEM) component uses this information to make decisions on behalf of the delegator. Authenticated delegates acquire resources through the cloud facade (a RESTful API or GUI consistent with the cloud provider). The broker mediates the acquisition of resources; for example, a basic access-control limit can be used to specify caps on the total number of VMIs per user, or to limit the VMIs used to those under a certain hourly price, or to limit the number of VMIs launched per hour. If approved, resources are acquired (potentially using cloud abstraction layers, e.g. [11]). Once acquired,
resources may be used directly by the delegates.

The DRIEM component also provides the ability to manage and enforce run-time resource limits. We envision two (possibly parallel) modes of operation: a quota system, and a system we call graduated resource limitation (GRL).

The quota system, much like other quota systems for shared resources, can ensure that a delegator’s budget is never exceeded. The delegator specifies hard limits on delegate spending (either universal or per-user); DRIEM conservatively translates these limits into hourly limits for communication and enforcement. Delegates are warned when their usage reaches various percentages of the defined limit, and access is curtailed and resources released after the full quota is reached. For example, a user launching an m1.large instance may be told they may use that resource for 20 hours. One enhancement to the quota system is a “delayed resource release”, where a user is told a resource is unavailable, but it remains available for recovery for a limited time. Many resources are charged per hour, and it costs nothing extra to not terminate the resource until the end of the hour. The low price of storage means that files could be retained until the delegator approves their deletion.

The graduated resource limitation system assigns two key values to each cloud resource: a resource lifetime and a decay rate. The remaining lifetime declines based on the decay rate; the decay rate changes based on the state of the resource. A “normal” decay rate would be one minute of real time consumes one minute of lifetime, but can be modified to incentivize (or disincentive) behaviours. For example, a resource left idle might “decay” more quickly; a resource being used within a typical usage profile, more slowly. A resource temporarily suspended might not decay at all. Once the resource lifetime expires, the resource is “garbage collected”; however, with the permission of the delegator, a delegate can instead reset the resource lifetime.

This approach moves beyond merely enforcing limits, and instead provides feedback and incentives to delegates to use resources effectively. This is more efficient from both a budgetary and an environmental / “green” perspective. This general idea is familiar to users: consider a laptop or a smartphone. The estimated run time is based on the capacity of the battery and the current consumption of the battery; the state of the device determines the decay rate. A device playing streaming HD video has a high decay rate; a device in sleep mode has a very low decay rate; a device being charged actually has an increasing rate.

The management of the decay rate is crucial to this idea, and to the behavior of the broker. To choose a complex example, consider VMIs. In practice, the cost of a VMI includes the VMI itself, but also network use, storage, IO operations, and other optional charges. To ease the cognitive burden on users, we create an aggregate cost based on a statistical understanding of typical network bandwidth usage (both in and out), volume storage and object storage, and consider VMIs on that basis.

Periodically – the GRL system operates with a configurable granularity period – the system examines each virtual machine and its utilization, and assigns a state based on its behavior. VMIs within this statistical profile are in the in-profile state; otherwise, they may be under-profile (might be idle) or over-profile (might be compromised, malicious, or a mistake). paused is a special state for stopped VMIs. Each of these states has an associated decay rate, which can be faster or slower depending on the behavior the delegator wishes to incentivize; choosing a decay rate may be policy-driven [12]. For example, by setting the decay rate to nil for paused and in-profile VMIs, and setting it high for under-profile and over-profile VMIs, the delegator can ensure resources being used normally will never be released, but that idle resources and potentially mis-used resources will be released quickly.

The GRL system also permits higher-order abstractions than VMIs. If we consider our teaching/research example, some assignments/experiments (generally, tasks) require that a set of VMIs be utilized simultaneously. To increase usability, the
GRL system allows lifetimes and decay rates to be applied to sets of VMI (and sets of sets, etc.). At the end of each granularity period, the system determines the shortest remaining duration for each VMI in the set, and that becomes the duration for the task being considered. This greedy approach could be substituted for a more complex algorithm.

Finally, GRL permits changes of ownership within the delegated environment. Returning to our teaching/research example, if Jennifer creates an image and graduates two years later, she (or the researcher) is responsible for transferring ownership of this image to Paul. In this two-phase process, Jennifer must give ownership of the resource to Paul and Paul must accept ownership of the image. Paul is then responsible for managing that resource within its lifetime and within his quota.

4 Conclusion

This paper has three main contributions: we have i) introduced and articulated the cloud account delegation problem; ii) described three main categories of risk associated with this problem; and iii) proposed a cloud broker middleware that will mitigate these risks and allow for clouds to be used by delegates subject to a delegator’s constraints and objectives. A quota system avoids budget overruns and a graduated resource limitation system ensures resources are used more efficiently while educating students, providing them with tools and information to help them develop and improve their cloud usage practices. The context of teaching and research was used as a motivating example.

The problem definition and solution outline suggest many research challenges: expressing usage policies; capturing constraints and objectives; usability testing; translating budgets and objectives to policies; using Big Data analytics to extract “good” usage profiles from past data; estimating expected savings to justify investment in this solution; proof-of-concept implementation; applying the general idea in practice, with non-VMI cloud resources across multiple providers; and the general challenge of better managing heterogeneous, uncoupled collections of cloud resources with the same ownership but different uses.
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